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CHILD-ORIENTED COMPUTING FACILITIES 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application claims the bene?t of Us. App. 
No. 60/663,215, ?led Mar. 18, 2005 and Us. App. No. 
60/742,976, ?led on Dec. 6, 2005. The entire contents of 
these applications is incorporated herein by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] This invention relates to methods and systems 
involving providing a child-oriented computing system, and 
more particularly, embodiments of the present invention 
relate to software systems adapted to facilitate child-oriented 
computing activities. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] It is well known that personal computing devices, 
when used in conjunction with the Internet, provide vast 
opportunities for learning, entertainment, communication, 
receiving timely information, accessing electronic/informa 
tional services, and so forth. It seems that everyone, from 
schoolchildren through elderly people, is increasingly using 
personal computing devices in the course of their daily 
activities, for work and for pleasure. This trend seems 
destined to continue into the foreseeable future. 

[0004] Increasingly, children use personal computing 
devices to keep track of their schedules, check the weather, 
play games, communicate with friends and parents, com 
plete homework assignments, learn new things, and so forth. 
This increased use of personal computing devices by chil 
dren creates a challenge for parents, who may wish to 
monitor or ?lter the information to which a child has access. 
Moreover, a parent may determine that a child should spend 
more time using a personal computing device for one thing 
(such as doing homework) and less time using it for other 
things (such as playing games). Unfortunately, a modern 
personal computing device typically does not provide a 
parent with the controls that would allow him to de?ne a 
policy relating to how a child may use the personal com 
puting device. 

[0005] More generally, most personal computing devices 
are directed at and best operated by adults. The hardware is 
typically sensitive to environmental conditionsicell phones 
fail when dropped in water, DVDs fail when scratched, and 
so forth. The software is typically loaded with features that, 
even when they work as advertised, are often hard to learn, 
explain, understand, or fully utiliZe. To illustrate this, con 
sider some of the actions that are associated with clicking a 
mouse button in the Windows XP operating system: Rapidly 
double-left-clicking an icon may open the object associated 
with the icon or it may pull up a menu of options from which 
the user is supposed to select an application that should open 
the object. However, slowly double-left-clicking the icon 
may cause the name of the icon to be placed in an edit mode. 
Right clicking the icon may cause a menu of options to 
appear. Clearly, the designers of these personal computing 
devices assume that the users of the devices will bring a 
certain degree of care and cognition to the task of using the 
devices. 

[0006] Unfortunately, it is not safe to assume that a child 
can provide the level of care or cognition required to 
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effectively operate most personal computing devices. There 
remains a need for personal computing devices that are 
directed at children and that are associated with appropriate 
parental controls and oversight tools and techniques. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0007] Described herein are systems and methods for 
providing a child-oriented computing system. 

[0008] In embodiments, the methods and systems dis 
closed herein include a combination system that includes a 
PC, TV, DVD Player and Personal Video Recorder designed 
for children. The system may use an operating system (eg 
Linux operating system, Window’s operating system) with a 
graphical user interface designed to enable common tasks 
performed by kids, such as doing homework, playing games, 
and communicating with other kids. The system may be 
preloaded with games and homework tools, as well as ability 
to watch DVDs and TV (and record programs). The system 
may include communication software, such as email and 
instant messenger applications. The system may be provided 
with a form factor designed for children. 

[0009] In embodiments the methods and systems may be 
provided with parental controls, such as controls that control 
the content that children can access (whether on television, 
websites, games, or the like), controls that restrict when 
children can access what content, and controls based on 
events (such as allowing access to games or television when 
homework is complete). Controls can be exercised by and/or 
shared with others, such as teachers, tutors, caregivers, or 
the like. 

[0010] Methods and systems disclosed herein can include 
a subscription service that allows parents to modify controls 
through, for example, a remote network interface, such as a 
Web interface. Through the networks parents can help 
children keep schedules, such as waking them up, letting 
them know how to dress (such as based on the weather as 
determined through the web), sending timed messages about 
homework, sending photographs or video, or the like. In 
embodiments, the parental controls may provide control 
over the time when the applications on the computing 
system are available to the child. For example, a parent may 
set the controls to allow the child to watch television, video, 
or a DVD between certain hours in the day, while other 
activities such as word processing, spreadsheet software and 
the like may be offered during other periods including 
overlapping periods. 

[0011] In embodiments, the child-oriented computing sys 
tem may provide parental control over a child’s use of the 
computing facility, wherein the control may be administered 
locally at the computing facility or remotely from an admin 
istrative computing facility. In embodiments the remote 
parental controls allow parents to set, reset, and modify 
parental controls, to integrate and send movies (such as 
home movies), to set calendar events, to send messages and 
the like, to transmit calendars items and messages from their 
Web site to the computing facility. 

[0012] In embodiments the user interface and content for 
the system may be adaptive and may change automatically, 
with user triggers, based on events, such as the age of a child 
or the user interface and content may change based on 
another parameter. For example, as a child celebrates a 


































